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For me, the most important feedback is the smiles and eyes of children and parents 
who read my fairy tales or watched plays, TV-Shows or listened to radio programs.  
    Yes, there are awards, achievements but really, I am not a very active participant 
in them. You can learn more about this from the summary of my activity. 
https://olgaverasen.com/writing-art-activity/ 
 
On these tree pages, I will give some examples that I show a small part of what is. 
But perhaps the best tip will be your own, which you will create in your heart when 
you read my story or script and create your own vision-review.     
With love, Olga 
 

 Some screenplays, plays, and podcasts reviews 
 

Austin Film Festival, 2020 
Script Title: Golden Palace, Way of Ruler 
Category: Fiction Podcast / Drama, Family  
 
Comments:  
Overall, this was a fast-paced read that opened up a magically detailed world. The 
level of creativity was high and the world felt really thought through and operated 
by its own laws.  
     The characters fit into the world and were engaging. Ilmi was a good protagonist 
who invites you to explore this world through his child-like eyes. The supporting 
characters framed the story and contributed to the tone of the podcast. Their voices 
were clear but sometimes felt a bit misplaced in this magical world as they talked in 
very modern ways sometimes.  
       I’d recommend keeping the magical tone throughout the story. Altogether, a 
solid fairytale with unique strength and great attention to detail that requires a bit of 
fine-tuning regarding character engagement and inner conflict. 
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Austin Film Festival, 2020 
Script Title: Where Fairy Tales Live? 
Category: Stage Play / Family 
 
Comments:  
“Where Fairy Tales Live” has a unique and creative cast, along with a clever way of 
presenting their story. The play comes to a strong conclusion, however, it lacks a 
concrete hook or conflict.  
     This play is written with children in mind, therefore the script would benefit 
from strengthening the character wants and needs of The Big and The Small Mouse. 
Their decision to drag the book along with them must be deliberate and have visual 
proof on stage. 
    The character of The Man presents an argument and personal thoughts that do not 
tie in directly to the action that takes place with the Mice. Why is the Man narrating 
the story, and not The Big or The Small Mouse? 
    The story flows well to reach a satisfying epiphany from The Mice. However, 
Dandelion’s arc does not flow smoothly into the rest of the story. The script would 
benefit from giving a stronger reason for each magical animal to appear out of the 
fairy tale book. The arcs of Caterpillar and Ladybug flow well into each other and 
use their characters to contribute to their respective messages. 
 
ScreenCraft Stage Play Contest, 2018, Quarterfinalist 
Script Title: “Where Fairy Tales Live?” (for children and adults) 
Category: Stage play / Family 
Comments:  
- Great                                      - Average       
Characters                                Structure  
Concept                                    Conflict                    
Originality                               - Improve 
                                                  Format 
 
ScreenCraft Family Screenplay Competition,2019 
Script Title: “King Fear, Black Hole, and Magic Formula” 
Category: Feature / Family 
Comments:  
- Great                                          - Improve 
Tone                                             Catharsis 
Overall Impression                      Format 
Hook 
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 About fairy tales 

- Thank you, Olga Verasen, for the tales! Thank you for the good that you bring 
to the world. For wisdom in every word! After all, even as an adult, you come 
across seemingly simple things, but how to explain them to a child?  
    How to teach human values through simple language? A fairy tale in which 
there is kindness. Thanks for the fairy tales!  
/ Nesterova Alesya. Environmental engineer, artist, mother of two children. 

- A man needs a compass in order not to go astray. Musicians and a chorus 
player need a tuning fork for accurate sound. What are the tales of Olga Verasen 
for? In order to enjoy reading.  
    Fairy tales are beautifully written. They are spiritualized and full of kindness. 
This kindness is passed on to the reader. Therefore, the tales of Olga Verasen are 
a kind of tuning fork of kindness. These are the best tales that I know.  
/ Castus Lapko. Scientist. Professor. Author of projects in the field of chemical 
compounds. Father, grandfather.  

- Tales by Olga Verasen is a cozy corner in my heart . . . You can read and re-
read them, each time marveling at the wisdom of the author while finding 
answers to all vital questions.  
     Amazingly subtle, she feels everything that surrounds us. Her fairy tales are 
warm . . .  
/ Valentina Ivanova. Home space organizer, a social worker. Mother, 
grandmother. 

- It still remains a mystery to me how this fragile, sweet, open-hearted woman 
around the world manages to talk about such important, global, universal things 
in a simple, understandable and wise language!  
    How to explain to the baby what is Good and Evil, Friendship and Fidelity, 
Sadness and Joy, Greed and Generosity? You will find all the answers in her 
book of fairy tales, traveling with her children through her pages. This journey 
will be remembered forever since all its roads pass through the Heart . . .  
/ Jalilova Gaya. Coach, mother. 

- We really liked the tale about the Bell. My daughters 3 and 5 years old listened 
with pleasure. The tale is warm, kind. Teaches us to enjoy life and every day.  
   The illustration is also very tender, enveloping with care. Thanks to Olga for 
such a positive story!  
/ Olga Dobrusheva. Business Assistant, Mom has two children.  


